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REAL-TIME QUALITY CONTROL OF EM CALIBRATION

The present invention generally relates to electromagnetic ("EM") tracking of a 3D

trans-esophageal echo ("TEE") probe. The present invention specifically relates to real-time

quality control of a TEE probe during a minimally invasive intervention.

3D TEE probes are being integrated into routine clinical practice for minimally

invasive cardiac therapy, and an EM tracking of the 3D TEE probe inside the body facilitates

intra-procedural beating heart surgery and therapy. The EM tracking of a 3D TEE probe

requires an accurate calibration between the 3D TEE probe and the EM position sensors, and

involves finding a rigid spatial relationship between the voxels in an ultrasound ("US") image

and the EM position sensors attached to the 3D TEE probe. The accurate calibration and

rigid spatial relationship allows for (a) estimating the motion of the 3D TEE probe as it is

moves inside the patient, (b) mapping any TEE volume at any arbitrary time into a common

world coordinate system (e.g., coordinate system of an X-ray imager), and (c) helping

separate the motion of the 3D TEE probe from that of the heart.

However, the EM tracking of the 3D TEE probe can grow inaccurate for a variety of

reasons, including (a) unexpected EM field distortions in the clinical environment (e.g.,

distortions from the X-ray gantry or a surgical tool), (b) accidental physical movement of the

EM position sensors relative to the 3D TEE probe, and (c) partial breakdown of one or more

of the EM position sensors. Since the 3D TEE probe is expected to be used for complicated

and advanced cardiac procedures, it is important to maintain the calibration between the 3D

TEE probe and the EM positions sensors. Specifically, an incorrect calibration can lead to an

incorrect motion estimation of the ultrasound volume, leading to an incorrect guidance of the

surgical tool. This problem will become particularly critical, as more and more advanced

interventional guidance systems are developed with more and more modules fitting into each

other. Thus, there is a need for automatic techniques that can continuously monitor, in the

background, the accuracy and validity of an interventional guidance system throughout the

procedure.

The present invention provides an intra-operative quality control of a probe (e.g., a 3D

TEE probe) during a surgical procedure (e.g., a cardiac procedure). Using a calibration

method that uses the images being visualized by the probe, the present invention continuously

tests the validity of a calibration matrix associated with the probe. If at any point, the

calibration matrix becomes invalid for any reason, a warning sign may be raised by the



system. This can help the cardiologist either resolve the problem, or switch to another

procedure. It will be an easy to use method for the cardiologist to make sure that all the

system assumptions are valid, and increase the confidence in the navigation/guidance system.

More particularly, the present invention provides a volume motion-based method to

monitor a calibration matrix between image volumes acquired from a probe (e.g., a 3D TEE

probe) and tracking data acquired from a position sensor (e.g., an EM position sensor)

attached to the probe. The volume motion is measured from two sources, (a) image motion

of image volumes and (b) tracking motion of image volumes.

One form of the present invention is an image guided system employing a probe (e.g.,

a 3D TEE probe), an imaging device (e.g., an ultrasound imaging device), a position sensor

(e.g., an electromagnetic sensor) attached to the probe, a tracking device (e.g., an

electromagnetic tracking device), and an image-guiding device.

In operation, the probe generates image volumes of an anatomical object (e.g., heart)

with each image volume being a distinct subset of a baseline image volume of the anatomical

object (e.g., a full US volume scan of a heart, a magnetic resonance imaging of a heart, a

computed tomography scan of a heart or a segmented heart model), and the imaging device

generates imaging data indicative of the image volumes of the anatomical object. As the

probe generates the image volumes, the tracking device tracks the position sensor within a

coordinate system and the tracking device generates tracking data indicative of the tracking

of the position sensor.

The registration device receives the imaging data from the imaging device and the

tracking data from the tracking device for executing a validation testing of a calibration

matrix associated with a spatial relationship between the image volumes and the position

sensor. The validation testing includes a testing of an absolute differential between an image

based volume motion and a tracking based volume motion relative to a calibration threshold.

The image based volume motion represents an image motion of the image volumes within the

coordinate system derived from the imaging data, and the tracking based volume motion

represents a tracking motion of the image volumes within the coordinate system derived from

the tracking data.

The foregoing form and other forms of the present invention as well as various

features and advantages of the present invention will become further apparent from the

following detailed description of various exemplary embodiments of the present invention

read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. The detailed description and drawings



are merely illustrative of the present invention rather than limiting, the scope of the present

invention being defined by the appended claims and equivalents thereof.

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of an image-guided system in accordance

with present invention.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary volume motion of two (2) image volumes of an

anatomical object as known in the art.

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary operation of the imaging guided system in accordance

with the present invention.

FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart representative of an exemplary embodiment of a

calibration matrix validation testing method in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates a flowchart representative of an exemplary embodiment of an image

based volume motion computation method in accordance with the present invention.

FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate flowcharts representative of two (2) exemplary

embodiments of an image based registration method in accordance with the present

invention.

FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart representative of a first exemplary embodiment of a

heart motion modeling method in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart representative of an exemplary embodiment of a

tracking based volume motion computation method in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 9 illustrates a flowchart representative of an exemplary embodiment of a

calibration threshold computation method in accordance with the present invention.

As previously stated, the present invention provides a motion-based method to

validate a calibration matrix between image volumes acquired from a probe (e.g., a 3D TEE

probe) and a position sensor (e.g., a EM position sensor) attached to the probe. As will be

appreciated by those having ordinary skill in the art from the following descriptions of FIGS.

1-9, the image volume motion is measured from two sources, (a) image motion of image

volumes and (b) tracking motion of image volumes.

FIG. 1 illustrates an image-guiding system employing an imaging system, a tracking

system and a registration device 40.

For purposes of the present invention, the imaging system is broadly defined herein as

any system including a probe 20 structurally configured for generating image volumes of an

anatomical object (e.g., a heart 10) within a coordinate system and an imaging device 2 1

structurally configured for processing the image volumes. Examples of the imaging system



include, but are not limited to, any type of ultrasound imaging system, particularly one

utilizing a 3D TEE probe. In one embodiment, the iEEE intelligent echo system

commercially sold by Philips Healthcare may serve as an ultrasound imaging system.

For purposes of the present invention, the tracking system is broadly defined herein as

any system including one or more position sensors 30 attached to probe 20 and a tracking

device 31 structurally configured for tracking position sensor(s) 30 within a coordinate

system. Examples of the tracking system include, but are not limited to, any type of

electromagnetic tracking system and any type of optical tracking system. In one

embodiment, the Aurora™ Electromagnetic Tracking System commercially sold by NDI

may serve as an electromagnetic tracking system.

For purposes of the present invention, registration device 40 is broadly defined herein

as any device structurally configured for registering the image volumes as indicated by

imaging data 22 and tracked by probe 30 as indicated by tracking data 32 to a baseline image

volume of the anatomical object (e.g., a full US volume of heart 10, a MRI scan of heart 10, a

CT scan of heart 10 or a segmented model of heart 10). To this end, a calibration matrix is

utilized by registration device 40 as a transformation that coverts the coordinates of the

voxels in the image volumes in the coordinate system for tracking position sensor 30, and a

calibration monitor 4 1 of registration device 40 processes imaging data 22 and tracking data

32 for testing the validity of the calibration matrix.

To facilitate an understanding of the calibration matrix, FIG. 2 illustrates a baseline

image volume 12 of an anatomical object (e.g., a full US volume scan of a heart, a MRI scan

of a heart, a CT scan of a heart or a segmented heart model) within a coordinate system 11

(e.g., a tracking coordinate system). Probe 20 (FIG. 1) is operated to sequentially generate a

volume image 13i and a volume image 13j, and position sensor 30 (FIG. 1) is tracked within

coordinate system 11 as volume images 13 are generated by probe 20. In practice, volume

images 13 may overlap, but are segregated in FIG. 2 for purposes of clearly showing each

individual volume image 13.

The calibration matrix provides a transformation that coverts the coordinates of the

voxels in image volumes 13 into coordinate system 11. This enables image volumes 13 to be

mapped into the coordinate system for image reconstruction purposes. However, the

calibration matrix may become inaccurate for a variety of reasons, such as, for example,

unexpected field distortions, accidental physical movement of positions sensor 30 relative to

probe 20 and a partial breakdown of positions sensor 30. To test the validity of the



calibration matrix, calibration monitor 4 1 measures motion 14 between image volumes 13

from two sources. The first source being an image motion of image volumes 13, and the

second source being a tracking motion of image volumes 13.

A description of FIGS. 3-9 will now be provided herein to provide a more detailed

explanation of the validity testing of the calibration matrix in accordance with the present

invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates various exemplary operational states of the image-guiding system.

Specifically, an image registration state 50 of the system initially involves an acquisition of a

baseline image volume of the anatomical object and of a calibration matrix 5 1 by registration

device 40. In practice, calibration matrix 5 1 may be generated by a geometry phantom based

calibration method, an image registration based calibration method or a motion based

calibration method as would be known by those having ordinary skill in the art.

The system moves from state 50 to both a volume imaging state 60 for generating a N

number of image volumes 6 1 of the anatomical object (e.g., heart 10) via probe 20 (FIG. 1)

and a sensor tracking state 70 for N readings of a tracking signal 7 1 via position sensor 30

(FIG. 1) with each reading of tracking signal 7 1 corresponding to a generated image volume

6 1. The accuracy of calibration matrix 5 1 is essential for locating each image volume 6 1

within the coordinate system via tracking signal 7 1. Thus, a calibration validation state 80

utilizes image volumes 6 1 and tracking signal 7 1 to ascertain the validity of the calibration

matrix. Specifically, state 80 facilitates the system operating in a loop between states 50-80

for a valid calibration matrix, and conversely, state 80 proceeds to a calibration warning state

90 in view of an invalid calibration matrix. State 80 is implemented by a calibration matrix

validation testing method executed by calibration monitor 4 1 as further explained herein in

connection with the description of FIGS. 4-9.

FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart 100 representative of one embodiment of the calibration

matrix validation testing method. A stage S10 1 of flowchart 100 encompasses a computation

by calibration monitor 4 1 of an image based volume motion V M B, and a stage SI02 of

flowchart 100 encompasses a computation by calibration monitor 4 1 of a tracking based

volume motion VMTB. For purposes of the present invention, image based volume motion

VMIB is broadly defined herein as any motion between image volumes 6 1 (FIG. 3) of the

anatomical object within a coordinate system (e.g., coordinate system 11 shown in FIG. 2)

derived from imaging data 22 (FIG. 1) of image volumes 6 1, and tracking based volume



motion VMTB is broadly defined herein as any motion between image volumes 61 of the

anatomical object within the coordinate system derived from tracking data 32 (FIG. 1).

Stage S103 of flowchart 100 encompasses a testing of an absolute differential

between image based volume motion VMJB and tracking based volume motion V M TB relative

to a calibration threshold CT. If the absolute differential is less than calibration threshold CT,

then a stage SI04 of flowchart 100 encompasses a validation of the calibration matrix that

facilitates the continual generation of image volumes 61. Conversely, if the absolute

differential is not less than calibration threshold CT, then a stage S105 of flowchart 100

encompasses an invalidation of the calibration matrix that facilitates a warning as to the

probable distortion or inaccuracy of image volumes 61.

In one exemplary embodiment of stages SI04 and SI05, real-time calibration alarm is

deactivated as the image volumes 61 are being generated with a valid calibration matrix and

is activated as a warning to the probable distortion or inaccuracy of image volumes 61upon

an invalidation of the calibration matrix.

In an exemplary embodiment of stage SI05, a regional map of the anatomical object

is displayed as a warning to the probable distortion or inaccuracy of image volumes 61

associated with the regional map.

In another exemplary embodiment of stages SI04 and SI05, a map of the anatomical

object may be displayed whereby region(s) of the map associated with an invalid calibration

matrix is(are) distinguished from region(s) of the map associated with an valid calibration

matrix as a means for providing a warning of probable distortion or inaccuracy of image

volumes 61 associated with the invalid region(s).

FIG. 5 illustrates a flowchart 110 representative of an image based volume motion

computation method that may be executed during stage SI0 1 (FIG. 4). This method involves

a processing of pair (i,j) of image volumes (e.g., images volumes 13 shown in FIG. 3).

Specifically, a stage Si l l of flowchart 110 encompasses a determination of a location of an

image volume 61a and an image volume 61b within the coordinate system (e.g., system 11

shown in FIG. 3), and a stage SI 12 of flowchart 110 encompasses a motion compensation of

the determined locations of image volumes 61a and 61b in view of a modeling of a motion of

the anatomical object (e.g., heart 10).

In one embodiment of stage Si l l (FIG. 5), a flowchart 120 as shown in FIG. 6A

includes a stage S12 1 encompassing an image based registration of the pair (i,j) of image

volumes 61a and 61b via a known image based rigid or deformable registration and known



optimization metrics (e.g., mutual information, cross correlation, etc.). Flowchart 120 further

includes a stage SI22 encompassing a utilization of the registration of image volumes 6 1a

and 61b to determine a location V L of image volume 61a within the coordinate system

relative to a location V Lj of image volume 61b within the coordinate system.

In an alternative embodiment of stage Si l l (FIG. 5), a flowchart 130 as shown in

FIG. 6B includes a stage S131 encompassing an image based registration of the pair (i,j) of

image volumes 6 1a and 61b to a baseline image volume 62 of the anatomical object (e.g., a

full US image, a MRI image, a CT image or a segmented model of the anatomical object).

Theses registrations may be performed via an image based rigid or deformable registration

and known optimization metrics (e.g., mutual information, cross correlation, etc.). Flowchart

130 further includes a stage SI32 encompassing a utilization of the registration of image

volume 6 1a to baseline image volume 62 to determine location V L of image volume 61a

relative to baseline image volume 62 within the coordinate system. Similarly, the registration

of image volume 61b to baseline image volume 62 is utilized to determine a location V Lj of

image volume 61b relative to the baseline image volume 62 within the coordinate system.

This facilitates a determination of location V L of image volume 61a relative to location V Lj

of image volume 61b within the coordinate system.

In one embodiment of stage SI 12 (FIG. 5), a flowchart 140 as shown in FIG. 7

include a stage S14 1 encompassing a prediction of the motion of anatomical object within the

coordinate system. For example, with the anatomical object being heart 10, a known learning

algorithm utilizing an electrocardiogram signal 82 for cardiac phase, a chest belt signal 83 for

respiratory phase and any other additional sensing signals to predict the motion of heart 10

within the coordinate system. Flowchart 140 further includes a stage SI42 encompassing a

quality image control involving a motion compensation of image volumes 61a and 61b via

the predicted motion of the anatomical object. In one embodiment with the anatomical objet

being heart 10, image volumes 6 1 corresponding to a diastolic phase of heart 10 via ECG

signal 82 are exclusively utilized by stage S113 (FIG. 5) for quality control purposes and

stage S103 (FIG. 4) will only process the volume motions of these selected image volumes

61. Please note this selection assume respiratory motion is minimal.

In an alternative embodiment, image volumes 61 at time intervals when respiratory

phase and cardiac phase come back to the same cycle are exclusively utilized by stage S113

(FIG. 5) for quality control purposes and stage S103 (FIG. 4) will only process the volume

motions of these selected image volumes 61.



Referring back to FIG. 5, a stage SI 13 of flowchart 110 encompasses a computation

of an image based volume motion V M B as a function of the location VL of image volume

61a within the coordinate system relative to the location VLj of image volume 61b within the

coordinate system as known in the art. The computed image based volume motion V M Bis

implemented by stage SI03 (FIG. 4) during the testing of the calibration matrix.

FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart 150 representative a tracking based volume motion

computation method that may be executed during stage SI02 (FIG. 4). A stage S151 of

flowchart 150 encompasses a determination of a location VL;t of image volume 61a within

the coordinate system via a tracking signal 71a and calibration matrix 51 as known in the art.

The determined location of VLit of image volume 61a may be confirmed with a location of

the baseline image volume of the anatomical object.

A stage SI52 of flowchart 150 encompasses a determination of a location VLJtof

image volume 61b within the coordinate system via a tracking signal 71b and calibration

matrix 51 as known in the art. The determined location of VLJt of image volume 61b may be

confirmed with a location of the baseline image volume of the anatomical object.

A stage SI53 of flowchart 150 encompasses a computation of the tracking based

volume motion VMTB as a function of location VL; Tof image volume 61a within the

coordinate system relative to a location VLJt of volume 61b within the coordinate system as

known in the art. In one embodiment, a registration transformation between image volumes

61a and 61b based on location VLit of image volume 61a, location VLJt of volume 61b and

calibration matrix 5 1 may be executed as known in the art during stage SI53. This computed

tracking based volume motion VMTB is implemented by stage SI03 (FIG. 4) during the

testing of the calibration matrix.

FIG. 9 illustrates a flowchart 160 representative of a calibration threshold

computation method of the present invention. A stage S161 of flowchart 160 encompasses a

computation of a possible accuracy margin of the calibration matrix. In one embodiment,

random error information 54 associated with the tracking system, known statistical accuracy

data 55 associated with a pre-operative calibration process, and an image registration

accuracy data 56 may be utilized in computing the possible accuracy margin.

A stage SI62 of flowchart 160 encompasses a computation of calibration threshold

CL as a function of the computed possible accuracy margin and a desired accuracy margin

associated with the application of the system.



From the description of FIGS. 1-9, those having skill in the art will have a further

appreciation on how to implement a validity testing of a calibration matrix for any application

in accordance with the present invention.

In practice, calibration matrix 4 1 may be implemented as software, firmware and/or

hardware. Further, in practice, any number of imaging device 1, tracking device 31 and

registration device 40 may be integrated into a single device.

While various exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been

illustrated and described, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the exemplary

embodiments of the present invention as described herein are illustrative, and various changes

and modifications may be made and equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof without

departing from the true scope of the present invention. In addition, many modifications may be

made to adapt the teachings of the present invention without departing from its central scope.

Therefore, it is intended that the present inventionnot be limited to the particular embodiments

disclosed as the best mode contemplated for carrying out the present invention, but that the

present invention includes all embodiments falling within the scope of the appended claims.



Claims

1. An image-guided system, comprising:

a probe (20) operable to generate a plurality of image volumes (13i, 13j) of an

anatomical object (10), each image volume (13i, 13j) being a distinct subset of a baseline

image volume (12) of the anatomical object (10);

an imaging device (21) operable to generate imaging data (22) indicative of the image

volumes (13i, 13j) of the anatomical object (10);

a position sensor (30) attached to the probe (20);

a tracking device (31) operable to generate tracking data (22) representative of a

tracking of the position sensor (30) within a coordinate system ( 11); and

a registration device (40) responsive to the imaging data (22) and the tracking data

(32) for executing a validation testing of a calibration matrix (51) associated with a spatial

relationship between the image volumes (13i, 13j) and the position sensor (30),

wherein the validation testing includes a testing of an absolute differential

between an image based volume motion (VMIB) and a tracking based volume motion (VMTB)

relative to a calibration threshold (CT),

wherein the image based volume motion (VMIB) represents an image motion

of the image volumes (13i, 13j) within the coordinate system ( 11) derived from imaging data

(22), and

wherein the tracking based volume motion (V M TB) represents a tracking

motion of the image volumes (13i, 13j) within the coordinate system ( 11) derived from

tracking data (32).

2. The image-guided system of claim 1, wherein the probe (20) is an ultrasound probe

and the imaging device (21) is an ultrasound imaging device.

3. The image-guided system of claim 1, wherein the position sensor (30) is an

electromagnetic sensor and the tracking device (3 1) is an electromagnetic tracking device.

4. The image-guided system of claim 1, wherein the calibration matrix (51) is deemed

valid in response to the absolute differential between the image based volume motion (VMIB)

and the tracking based volume motion (VMTB) being less than the calibration threshold (CT).



5. The image-guided system of claim , wherein the calibration matrix (51) is deemed

invalid in response to the absolute differential between the image based volume motion

(VMIB ) and the tracking based volume motion (VM TB) being greater than the calibration

threshold (CT).

6. The image-guided system of claim 1, wherein the image based volume motion (VM B)

is computed as a function of an image location (VL ) of a first image volume (13i) within the

coordinate system ( 11) relative to an image location (VLji) of the second image volume (13j)

within the coordinate system ( 11).

7. The image-guided system of claim 6, wherein a computation of the image based

volume motion (VMIB) includes a registration between the first image volume (13i) and the

second image volume (13j).

8. The image-guided system of claim 6, wherein a computation of the image based

volume motion (VMIB ) includes a registration of the first image volume (13i) and the second

image volume (13j) to the baseline image volume (12) of the anatomical object (10).

9. The image-guided system of claim 6, wherein the computation of the image based

volume motion (VMIB) includes a compensation for movement of the anatomical object (10)

within the coordinate system ( 11).

10. The image-guided system of claim 1, wherein the tracking based volume motion

(VMTB) is computed as a function of a tracked location (VL;t) of a first image volume (13i)

within the coordinate system ( 11) as represented by the tracking data (32) and a tracked

location (VLJt) of a second image volume (13j) within the coordinate system ( 11) as

represented by the tracking data (32).

11. The image-guided system of claim 10, wherein a computation of the tracking based

volume motion (VM TB) includes a registration transformation between first volume image

(13i) and the second volume image (13j) as a function of the tracked location (VL;t) of the



first image volume (13i) within the coordinate system ( 11), the tracked location (VLJt) of the

second image volume (13j) within the coordinate system (11) and the calibration matrix (51).

12. An image-guided system, comprising:

a probe (20) operable to generate a plurality of image volumes (13i, 13j) of an

anatomical object (10) within a coordinate system ( 11), each image volume (13i, 13j) being a

distinct subset of a baseline image volume (12) of the anatomical object (10);

a position sensor (30) attached to the probe (20); and

a registration device (40) for executing a validation testing of a calibration matrix (51)

associated with a spatial relationship between the image volumes (13i, 13j) and the position

sensor (30),

wherein the validation testing includes a testing of an absolute differential

between an image based volume motion (VM B) and a tracking based volume motion (VMTB)

relative to a calibration threshold (CT),

wherein the image based volume motion (VM B) represents an image motion

of the image volumes (13i, 13j) within the coordinate system ( 11) derived from the image

volumes (13i, 13j), and

wherein the tracking based volume motion (VMTB) represents a tracking

motion of the image volumes (13i, 13j) within the coordinate system ( 11) derived from a

tracking of the position sensor (30) within the coordinate system (11).

13. The image-guided system of claim 12, wherein the probe (20) is an ultrasound probe

and the position sensor (30) is an electromagnetic sensor.

14. The image-guided system of claim 12, wherein the calibration matrix (51) is deemed

valid in response to the absolute differential between the image based volume motion (VM B)

and the tracking based volume motion (VMTB) being less than the calibration threshold (CT).

15. The image-guided system of claim 12, wherein the calibration matrix (51) is deemed

invalid in response to the absolute differential between the image based volume motion

(VMiB) and the tracking based volume motion (VMTB) being greater than the calibration

threshold (CT).



16. An image-guide method, comprising:

operating a probe (20) for generating a plurality of image volumes (13i, 13j) of an

anatomical object (10), each image volume (13i, 13j) being a distinct subset of a baseline

image volume (12) of the anatomical object (10);

tracking a position sensor (30) within a coordinate system ( 11), the position sensor

(30) being attached to the probe (20);

executing a validation testing of a calibration matrix (51) associated with a spatial

relationship between the image volumes (13i, 13j) and the position sensor (30),

wherein the validation testing includes a testing of an absolute differential

between an image based volume motion (VM B) and a tracking based volume motion (VM TB)

relative to a calibration threshold (CT),

wherein the image based volume motion (VMIB) represents an image motion

of the image volumes (13i, 13j) within the coordinate system ( 11) derived from the image

volumes (13i, 13j), and

wherein the tracking based volume motion (VM TB) represents a tracking

motion of the image volumes (13i, 13j) within the coordinate system ( 11) derived from the

tracking of the position sensor (30).

17. The image-guided method of claim 16, wherein the calibration matrix (51) is deemed

valid in response to the absolute differential between the image based volume motion (VMIB)

and the tracking based volume motion (VM TB) being less than the calibration threshold (CT).

18. The image-guided method of claim 16, wherein the calibration matrix (51) is deemed

invalid in response to the absolute differential between the image based volume motion

(VMi B) and the tracking based volume motion (VMTB ) being greater than the calibration

threshold (CT).

19. The image-guided method of claim 16, wherein the image based volume motion

(VMIB ) is computed as a function of an image location (VLu) of a first image volume (13i)

within the coordinate system ( 11) relative to an image location (VLji) of the second image

volume (13j) within the coordinate system ( 11).



20. The image-guided system of claim , wherein the tracking based volume motion

(VMTB) is computed as a function of a tracked location (VL; T) of a first image volume (13i)

within the coordinate system ( 11) and a tracked location (VL
JT

) of a second image volume

(13j) within the coordinate system ( 11).
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